The Northwest Minimum Tillage can save you time and money by planting in only ONE PASS while increasing yields.

- Saving Labor, Fuel, Equipment cost, Smaller Footprint
- This unit prepares strips in your field for planting while leaving organic matter helping in wind and water erosion in ONE PASS
- The seedbeds prepared by this unit provide excellent soil to seed contact for better germination allowing increased yields
- While incorporating any plant remnants, allowing the plant root systems to develop freely resulting in stronger stands and uniform emergence
- This method is ideal for onions, beans, corn, cotton, soybeans, carrots as well as many other crops.
When the time comes for parts or service for your tiller you can rest easy Northwest Tillers has been in the business of building field proven tillers for more than 50 years. Parts are readily available within a 24 hour period direct to your door. Call for more information near you at 1-800-204-3122 or visit www.nwtiller.com. We have over 2 million dollars worth of parts in stock for your immediate and long term needs!

**Rugged Durability And Designed to Protect Your Investment**

Plan on a long life expectancy with a Northwest Tiller. Every unit is manufactured with American-made 1/4” to 1/2” steel throughout. But tiller toughness goes much deeper than the hide:

**Standard Features:**
- Triple seal bearings protect critical moving parts
- A heavy duty gearbox incorporates a reliable gear and pinion system that just won’t quit
- A hardened 3-inch by 3-inch solid square shaft is built into every cultivator to handle rocks and other tough debris
- Two-piece blade-mount rotor design
- Hard-faced, chisel or saber blades

**Optional Features:**
- Mesh, bar, plastic or hydraulic rollers
- Plastic liner
- Gauge wheels, straight or swivel
- Dual drive
- External Gear Case cooler (one for each case)

**The Belt Drive: Designed to protect your investment.**

The Northwest Rotary Tiller is known throughout the world for its unique belt drive technology. Not only will our belt drive outlast clutch systems found in most implements today, but it’ll protect your tractor and PTO as well. It safeguards tractor investment and reduces crucial down times by absorbing the shock.